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BAHRAIN THIS WEEK

DECEMBER •03 •  2020

Wake Up for a Warm Cup of Tea and tour Bahrain to explore

with a guide. Call 17529204 for booking tour spot (limited

seats)

Soak in the festive feels and have a fun night out with your

loved ones at Food Truck District happening at the Bahrain

National Stadium open from 6 PM - 12 AM on weekdays and

from 6 PM - 1 AM on weekends.

food truck distrect 
DEC

CATEGORY:  

CATEGORY:  

Bahrain Tour
DEc

CONTACT:               @MANAMATOURSactivity

Bahrain National StadiumVENUE: Festive market 

To help you find tickets you can always contact the BBS media office

#Note:

17529204

FEES: BD 32 per person 
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PUBLICATION     Bahrain This Week 
HEADLINE           Crown Prince and Prime Minister praise the succesful Formula 1 Guf Air Grand Prix 

Local News Coverage

His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa, Crown Prince and

Prime Minister, warmly praised all involved in hosting a successful Formula

1 Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix at the Bahrain International Circuit, and

expressed immense pride in the innovation and endeavour of Bahrainis who

continue to support the Kingdom’s comprehensive development, led by HM

the King. 
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PUBLICATION     Daily Tribune
PAGE NO.            2
HEADLINE           was a miracle escape! 

Local News Coverage

View Article Page (PDF) 

https://www.newsofbahrain.com/epaper/02-12-2020/2.html
https://www.newsofbahrain.com/epaper/02-12-2020/2.html


From the book “Treasures of Bahrain”  pictured above is a truly special Thoub which
belonged to one of the most important members of the Al Khalifa Royal Family of
Bahrain. This Thoub is called “Al Munabat.” The Munabat is usually embroidered with
circles of Zari thread. 
In this example the circles have been replaced with gold discs placed in the middle of
Zari squares. Encircling the neck-line of the Munabat are gold pieces set with turquoise
and other stones. 
This Thoub was designed by its owner, May God rest her soul and she carefully and
intricately chose its entire design and features. 
Following the publication of this book, many tried replicating this special Thoub, however
none have come close to this masterpiece as it is one of a kind and it cannot be
completely replicated.
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Bahraini culture and Heritage 

As National Day Approaches, we thought about sharing with you about Bahrain's

traditional clothes and jewelry

click on the picture to watch the video 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16Utd6hVKv6tY17k80y13xtULLk_L7apj/view?usp=sharing


+973 Artisanat was founded as a
creative space where young Bahraini
entrepreneurs without the means to set
up their own retail outlets could
showcase their creations. The products
on offer include paintings, sculptures,
home furnishings and accessories,
designer clothing, and cosmetics. Apart
from the Kingdom’s fashion and art
enthusiasts, the showroom regularly
receives tourists looking to take back a
handcrafted Bahraini treasure with
them. The gallery also features a café
serving delicious Mediterranean cuisine. 

+973 Artisanat assists novice
entrepreneurs with all aspects of setting
up and running a business, from
establishing their brand and providing
showroom space and sales staff, to
support with marketing. 
Since its inception in 2012, 118
entrepreneurs have ‘graduated’ from
+973 Artisanat, going to establish their
own showrooms successfully. 
The showroom is located in Juffair
and is open from 10 am to 10 pm
from Saturday to Thursday. It is
closed on Friday. 
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+973 ARTISANAT
Fostering Bahraini creativity and entrepreneurship


